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Resume 

The study „ Analysis of skills need and structure of labour supply skills at the regional labour 

market and draught of regional employment policy measures“  deals with one of the Slovak 

labour market topical issue  such as skills shortages. The study consists of the following six 

chapters:  

1. Incidence and extend of skills shortages  

2. Theoretical concept of skills shortages 

3. Overview of methodological approaches in the field of skills need anticipating  

4. Analysis of labour demand skill requirements and labour supply skill disposals 

5. Analysis of job vacancies skill requirements (based on establishments survey) 

6. Outline of employment policy measures 
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Objective and content of the study 

The major study objective was to identify the main grounds and determinants of skills 

shortages at the Slovak labour market including specification of labour demand and labour 

supply skills composition.  

The theoretical and methodological chapters of the study based on secondary analysis of 

relevant national and international academic sources. The analytical chapters descended from 

statistical data analysis and outcomes of empirical survey. 

Key facts and research findings 

1. Strong economic performance in recent years in the Slovak republic have been 

followed  by  high GDP growth, intense new jobs development and  distinctive 

unemployment drop. Nevertheless, Slovak labour market  is currently facing of skills 

shortages in term of mismatch between workers skill levels and actual job skill 

requirements  and their possible implications within Slovak economy. 

2. The skills shortages basic factors lie down in robust economic growth, rapid 

development of several sectors (e.g. automobile and electrotechnic) and shifts in jobs 

occupational composition at the side of labour demand and in demographic situation, 

economic activity rate, internal and exterrnal labour mobility, educational composition of 

workforce and mismatch between vocational education and training and labour demand 

needs at the side of labour supply. 

3. Over the period of years 2004 – 2007 labour demand requirement  have been  mainly 

oriented on less qualified segment of workforce, particularly on craft and relate trade 

workers (Classification of Occupations 7), on plant and machine operators (Classification 



of Occupations 8) and on unqualified workers e.g. elementary workers (Classification of 

Occupations 9).  

4. There were a significant regional differences of labour demand distribution; while 

Bratislava county with strong productive and knowledge capacities  have been 

characterized by large-size job vacancies inflow of high qualified workers e.g. legislators, 

senior officials and managers (Classification of Occupations 1), labour demand in Prešov 

county as a economically and socially undersized region was focused on low qualified 

workforce (Classification of Occupations 8,9). 

5. The highest skills tension between labour demand and labour supply measured by 

number of job applicants in specific skill per one job vacancy in relevant skill was 

recorded within high  qualified segment of workforce and within low qualified or 

unqualified workforce.  

6. Survey of establishments had shown, that at the time of interview 25,8 per cent of 

establishments reported having hard-to-fill vacancies and experienced skills shortages. 

Hard-to-fill vacancies or recruitment difficulties  and skills shortages were  particularly 

high among employers falling within the manufacturing sector (especially within 

automotive and electrotechnic branches) and service sector. Skills related requirements 

problems much more affect small employers than large size employers. 

7. There was significant variation in the pattern of recruitment difficulties by region. The 

highest number of hard – to- fill  vacancies  accounted Bratislava county with one third 

share of total vacancies reported by establishments in compare with Prešov county where 

the number of hard-to-fill vacancies were distinctly lower. 

8. Nearly one  in three employers (31 per cent) had provided training (on-the-job or off-

the-job) to staff over the previous 12 months. Half (52 per cent ) of interviewed 

establishments hadn’t provided or arranged any training for staff holding the view that 

skills maintaining should be a personal interest and concern of employees.  

9. The main skills where employers had experienced shortages among applicants are for 

foreign languages, technical and practical skills, managerial skills computer skills, 

communication skills and problem solving skills.  

 

Conclusions 

Under the effect of economic recession extent of skills shortage at the Slovak labour market 

have been alleviated.  Nevertheless,  the skill deficiencies will continue to affect the different 

establishments independently of size and  sector affiliation and will impact the balance 

between labour demand and labour supply. Therefore anticipating of skills need should be one 

of the labour market policy priority in the near future.   
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